
 

Rule The Rail Password 18

you don’t want to store your password in plain-text. try using a password-based key management system (pbkm). pbkm are an old concept but have been gaining in popularity because it is so easy to use. you can simply scan a qr code or print a barcode with your credentials
and then they will be encrypted. the only major downside to this method is that they aren’t as secure as a password manager, so be sure to use a strong password. use a strong password that will be difficult for someone to guess. this is the one that you can use for your
email account. don't use the same one for your facebook account. and certainly do not use your mother's maiden name or your social security number as a password. here are a few tips on how to improve the security of your application: never use clear text in the user’s

password never store passwords in plain text ensure that the password is not stored in your database ensure that the password is not transmitted in plain-text make sure that the authenticity_token is set to something random ensure that the authenticity_token is not set to
your username keep track of which urls have been accessed by the user another general rule is to avoid connecting to the database with credentials that are not stored as a key/value pair. the most common sql injection attack is performed by injecting a username in the

place of a where clause (where username = 'attacker'). this allows the attacker to bypass the username check, which may result in sql injection or other types of attacks.
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Rule The Rail Password 18

users should never memorize their password. when a user forgets their password, they should be automatically logged out of the application or services they are using. if the forgot-password functionality requires interaction with a user, a standard anti-password guessing
algorithm should be used. users should always be required to answer the question, "what is your mother's maiden name?" a user's true mother's maiden name is typically not a secret, so this question can be used as a "secret" identifier for those users who are just starting

out and do not know their own mother's maiden name. the online anti-spam testing project discovered that a single weak character, like an underscore, can render a url worthless, or even dangerous. you can test if a url is safe by connecting to it and see if it asks you to login
or if it requires a username and password. never assume a url is safe. never send a user's password in an e-mail or on a web page. passwords should be sent to the user via a secure channel such as a " http secure " link. the advantage to this method is that the password
would not be contained in a simple internet communication. it is recommended to implement "two-step" authentication. for example, this article recommends storing the user's username and password in a database that has been "hashed" (i.e., converted to binary). the

website would then use the user's username and password to retrieve the binary string. once the string is hashed again, it is compared with a "decrypted" version of the password the user supplied. if the two hashes match, then the user has successfully logged in.
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